
 
3. Read, cover, spell!
Read Cover Spell
down
love
my
push
pushed
pushing
up
went
want

down
love
my
push
pushed
pushing
up
went
want

................

................

................

................

................

................

................

................

................

Name ...............................................
Date  ...............................................

Student Response
My score for this book is ............/10.
It was a ................................... book. 

In the Lift

1. Write a Review
 
I Love Lifts
It is my first time 
in a l........ .

“I ............. the lift!” I said.

I love to p........... the  
buttons in the lift.

I love to go up and .............  
in the lift.

...... love lifts!

2. Draw you in a lift.

Written by Hans Huse      
Illustrated by Trish Hill
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You’ve finished! 
What will you read next?
                          Grusilda 



Teaching Unit
In the Lift
Level 5 Fiction – Narrative

Curriculum Topics: English; Technology
Book Synopsis: A child-friendly story about a boy’s 
first day in the lift. He loves pushing the buttons – 
even if he does push the wrong one!
 Non-High Frequency Words: All words are 
decodable and supported by clear images. 
High Frequency Words: In the Lift has a high  
percentage of high frequency words. 
Comprehension: The Teaching Unit’s focus is on 
seven areas of comprehension – connection, 
inference, importance, questioning, summarising,  
synthesis and visual. We advise teachers to tailor 
literal comprehension questions for each group.  

 

Page 2
Narrative – Orientation
Introduce characters, place and purpose.
Language Features
Punctuation: speech marks
Word ending with “sh”; “st”: push, first
Words starting with “i”: in, is, it, 
Comprehension – Inference, Visualise 
Why do you think the buttons are placed 
in rows? Where would you put the numbers 
for each floor?
Literature, Technology and Arts Activity 
Discuss another design for the ten-button 
panel. Students draw it with letters and 
numerals,  e.g. G, 1 – 9.

Page 3
Narrative – a Complication
The lift goes down – not up.
Language Features
Antonyms: down (“up” on Page 2)
Conjunction: But
Word family: pushed (“push” on Page 2)
Comprehension – Question, Inference
What questions would you ask about the lift, e.g. how it works?
Literature, Language and Technology Activity
Discuss another word for a lift, e.g. an elevator, a vertical way  
of transporting people and goods from floor to floor.

5
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       FICTION

Pages 4 and 5
Narrative – Events
Mum shows the button to push to go up.
Language Features
Compare spelling: bottom, button
Revise antonyms: down, up
Word starting with “t”: to, time
Comprehension – Importance
What was important for the boy’s mum? 
What clues are on this page, i.e. the story  
and illustration? (Mum teaches independence.)   
Literature, Geography and Arts Activity
Draw a wide lift for an airport, from the 
outside with push buttons. On each door 
draw a symbol for a lift.

Written by Hans Huse      
Illustrated by Trish Hill
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Page 3
Narrative – a Complication
The lift goes down – not up.
Language Features
Antonyms: down (“up” on Page 2)
Conjunction: But
Word family: pushed (“push” on Page 2)
Comprehension – Question, Inference
What questions would you ask about the lift, e.g. how it works?
Literature, Language and Technology Activity
Discuss another word for a lift, e.g. an elevator, a vertical way  
of transporting people and goods from floor to floor.

The narrative continues with a good resolution. 
They may be going to an appointment.

The narrative ends. I love this ending because 
the boy had a good experience in the lift. When they 
get back in the lift, I’m sure they will go down.

Page 8
Narrative  – Coda 
The boy asks if he can push the lift button to go down (on page 7).  
His mum says, “Yes!” He has proven that he’s good at pushing buttons. 
Language Features 
Words ending with “s”: thanks, buttons, lifts
Word family: pushing (“push” on pages 2, 4, 7; “pushed” on pages 3, 5)
Words starting with “y”: yes, you
Comprehension – Summarise, Response 
If you had to tell your friend about this story, what would 
you say? This is your response or review of the story.
Literature and Arts Activity 
Write your response or review of the story on the activity sheet.
 

For free book rewards, register your school with our Staircase program at www.theliteracytower.com

Scooter Safety
Level 7: Non-fiction,  
Report 

Drive Slower
Level 8: Fiction,
Narrative

All Aboard Our Airship
Level 10: Fiction,
Narrative, Verse

Group Activity
Chart: “Our Lifts for a Kids’ Toy Store”
Design and draw the inside of a lift  
suitable for a four-level toy store, e.g. draw 
lots of colourful toys on the lift’s walls.

Check out these other 
books for projects on 
technology, safety, 
and transport.

Pages 6 and 7
Narrative – Resolution  
The lift arrives at the correct floor
 – top floor.
Language Features
Antonyms and nouns: top floor 
(bottom floor on page 4)
Revise antonyms: up, down
Words starting with “w”: went, want
Comprehension – Synthesise
Which sentence tells you that the boy is  
happy about his first ride in the lift?  
Literature and Technology Activity  
Draw the boy and his mum inside a different 
lift – this lift only has four floors.

Student Activity

HISTORY

The First Public Lift
In 1857, the Otis  

company in the USA 
installed the first lift 

for people to use, in a 
five-storey store. 

It was the first lift to 
have a safety brake 

fitted to it. 

Student activity sheet
(free download/PDF)


